What is Multi-Factor Authentication?
A user must pass several authentication stages to gain access to the account. Usually one stage will involve something you know (such as a password) and the other will involve something you have (such as a phone).

If your email access does not automatically require multi-factor authentication, check your account settings to enable it.

Did you know?
Wire fraud is on the rise.
A primary method used by fraudsters is to hack into email accounts of parties involved in a transaction. Multi-factor authentication is one way to protect yourself!

Title Security Agency is dedicated to protecting personal information. Ask us how we protect our clients’ confidential information.

EXAMPLES OF AUTHENTICATION STAGES:

- Passwords (use strong passwords that exclude personal, public information)
- Answers to security questions
- Selection of a pre-determined image
- Pin entry
- Biometric information (e.g. fingerprints, voice recognition)
- “Tokens” possessed by the account holder such as a card, wireless tag, or USB
- Code sent to email or phone